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Abstract: RNA profiling is increasingly used to predict drug response, dose, or toxicity based 

on analysis of drug pharmacokinetic or pharmacodynamic pathways. Before implementing 

multiplexed RNA arrays in clinical practice, validation studies are carried out to demonstrate 

sufficient evidence of analytic and clinical performance, and to establish an assay protocol 

with quality assurance measures. Pathologists assure quality by selecting input tissue and 

by interpreting results in the context of the input tissue as well as the technologies that were 

used and the clinical setting in which the test was ordered. A strength of RNA profiling is the 

array-based measurement of tens to thousands of RNAs at once, including redundant tests 

for critical analytes or pathways to promote confidence in test results. Instrument and reagent 

manufacturers are crucial for supplying reliable components of the test system. Strategies for 

quality assurance include careful attention to RNA preservation and quality checks at pertinent 

steps in the assay protocol, beginning with specimen collection and proceeding through the vari-

ous phases of transport, processing, storage, analysis, interpretation, and reporting. Specimen 

quality is checked by probing housekeeping transcripts, while spiked and exogenous controls 

serve as a check on analytic performance of the test system. Software is required to manipulate 

abundant array data and present it for interpretation by a laboratory physician who reports 

results in a manner facilitating therapeutic decision-making. Maintenance of the assay requires 

periodic documentation of personnel competency and laboratory proficiency. These strategies 

are shepherding genomic arrays into clinical settings to provide added value to patients and to 

the larger health care system.
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Introduction
RNA profiling supplements traditional histopathologic, immunologic, cytogenetic, 

and proteomic means of pharmacogenetic analysis.1 By testing tens to thousands of 

RNAs at once, signatures are generated that reflect abundant and also redundant data 

on clinical status that could provide added value beyond what is achieved by testing 

a single analyte. In addition to testing messenger RNA, emerging data on noncoding 

RNA expression (microRNAs and long noncoding RNAs) represents a new frontier for 

expression profiling that is likely to inform patient management decisions further.2

RNA panels are increasingly being adopted in clinical trials and ultimately, once 

vetted as reliable and useful, in routine health care settings for decision-making 

about drug efficacy, to monitor drug action in the intended biochemical pathway or 

in off-target pathways, or to select optimal dosage. Reliable RNA profiling builds 

on the same quality assurance principles that have guided laboratory medicine over 
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the past few decades. Among the many factors contributing 

to good outcomes are personnel competency with demon-

strated proficiency in achieving expected results, and quality 

control methods to detect deficiencies in an assay or in the 

specimen being assayed. Quality of RNA-based profiling has 

improved over the past decade as a result of several factors, 

ie, good manufacturing practices making available standard-

ized reagents, controls, and instrumentation,3,4 biospecimen 

research demonstrating best practices to process tissue and 

to preserve RNA,5,6 novel paradigms for quality control to 

assess analytic performance of the signature rather than of 

individual components, and software presenting control and 

patient data to laboratory scientists in a manner facilitating 

analytic and clinical interpretation.7

Assay validation
Quality assurance parameters are established and refined dur-

ing validation studies. The main goal of validation work is to 

demonstrate whether an assay is analytically sound, clinically 

useful, and of sufficient added value to deem it medically 

necessary for the care of a defined group of patients. Assay 

validation guidance published by the College of American 

Pathologists suggest that studies should be carried out in three 

parts, ie, a planning phase to devise the assay for its intended 

use, a data collection phase to gather results on analytic and 

clinical performance characteristics (eg, sensitivity, specific-

ity), and an implementation phase to transition the assay to 

the clinical setting once the assay is vetted by the clinical 

laboratory director. Key steps are summarized in Figure 1.8 

The validation study defines acceptable specimen types, 

indications for testing, and a standard operating procedure 

for performing the test,8–10 to include pertinent quality checks 

and controls.11,12

Translational research teams seeking to validate array-

based assays should include technology specialists, clinical 

trial experts, statisticians, clinicians who will order the test 

and act on test results, and clinical laboratory technicians 

who perform the assays and interpret the results. A multi-

disciplinary development team increases the likelihood of 

producing an assay that is practical, robust, and sufficiently 

useful to be incorporated into routine patient care.13

A rule of thumb for successful assay design is to use the 

simplest and safest strategy that meets the clinical objective. 

For example, Microarray Quality Control (MAQC) project data 

suggests that a one-color approach yields results equivalent 

to a two-color approach, while also using fewer reagents and 

eliminating the potential for bleed-through of fluorochrome 

from one channel to the other.14–16 Thoughtful assay design can 

help minimize problematic delays that ensue when a critical 

instrument undergoes repair, when a reagent is on “back-order”, 

or when a patient test must be repeated. This article describes 

strategies to assure quality of RNA profiling during assay 

validation and ultimately in day-to-day laboratory medicine 

practice. This quality assurance work is meant to ward off error 

and to detect and correct problems when they occur.

Specimen collection, handling,  
and storage
Most errors in clinical laboratory assays occur in the preana-

lytic phase of testing, emphasizing the importance of validat-

ing the assay on real-world conditions for specimen collection 

and transport, processing, and storage prior to analysis.17–21 

• Assess clinical need 

• List minimal performance requirements 

• Literature review 

• Choose analytic method, develop and refine a standard operating procedure

• Design a study to assess assay performance characteristics with sufficient statistical power, including sensitivity,

specificity, reproducibility, linearity, interfering substances 

• Assemble reagents, supplies, equipment, controls, trained personnel

• Apply assay to specimens representing target population; tweak standard operating procedure and repeat as needed

• Define clinical indications for testing, acceptable specimen types, step-by-step analytic procedure with interpretation

and reporting, costs, benefits and risks of testing to patients and to the health care system

• Compose “validation report” describing performance, and vet adequacy

• Compose “procedure manual” and instructions for health care personnel

• Educate laboratory technicians, clinicians, and other health care providers

Figure 1 Steps in validating a laboratory assay.
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According to some reports, the variables confounding RNA 

signatures can be quite unexpected, such as whether the first 

or second needle biopsy was tested,22 or whether cells were 

frozen prior to analysis.23,24 It is important that validation 

work address preanalytic variables as a component of the 

overall efficacy of an assay.6,25–27

RNA tends to be unstable, and some transcripts rapidly 

degrade under adverse collection, storage, or handling condi-

tions.25 Stabilization of RNA at the time of whole blood col-

lection is achievable using commercial collection vials,28–33 

although the benefits of bedside stabilization must be weighed 

against the downsides that include stocking special blood 

collection tubes in every applicable blood collection station, 

and inability to use cell separation technologies to separate 

subpopulations of white cells or to eliminate unwanted 

erythrocytes containing abundant globin RNA.

Criteria for acceptance or rejection of specimens should 

be established during assay validation.34–36 In solid tissue, the 

pathologist who selects tissue for analysis follows a protocol 

specifying acceptability criteria, such as the minimum propor-

tion of cells that must be malignant in order to generate the rel-

evant tumor-related signatures.37 Interpretation of downstream 

molecular results is done in the context of the input tissue.

Prolonged fixation in formalin causes RNA crosslinking 

and thwarts RNA extraction.38,39 However, formalin fixation 

also prevents tissue degradation and reduces or eliminates 

RNase function, permitting such tissues to be profiled suc-

cessfully after histopathologic examination and storage.40–42 

Chung et al showed that fixation times of 4–48 hours were 

reasonable, with 12–24 hours yielding the best RNA in 

downstream analysis.43 For some target RNAs, expression 

is similar in paraffin blocks and matched frozen tissue,44–47 

but other RNA targets do not correlate as well.47,48

A molecular test is most likely to be adopted if its input 

specimen type is formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue, 

recognizing that variation in the age of a tissue block and 

its processing variables must also be considered as factors 

impacting RNA profile.34 RNA quality is better in frozen 

tissue than in formalin fixed tissue; however frozen tissue is 

not usually saved in clinical settings because of limited tissue 

volume, upfront uncertainty about the extent of sampling or 

testing needed to make a traditional histopathologic diagno-

sis, and the cost of saving and storing tissue by nonstandard 

methods when most such tissue will not meet the indications 

for any downstream test.

Acid decalcification, a process typically done to permit 

histologic sectioning of bony tissues, causes depurination with 

fragmentation of nucleic acid. Therefore, bone marrow aspirate 

or clot sections may be more suitable for molecular testing than 

is a marrow biopsy. Alcohol-based fixatives may yield higher 

quality RNA than is achieved by formalin fixation,49–51 but 

alternative fixatives are inferior with respect to histologic detail 

required for a pathologist’s microscopic diagnosis and also 

adverse impact on immunostains that are frequently applied in 

diagnostic workup of solid tissues.52 An important preanalytic 

step involves assurance that the input tissue is representative 

of the organ or lesion being evaluated.37 Pathologist vetting 

of tissue acceptability is done by microscopic examination of 

a stained slide (eg, frozen section, paraffin section, cytologic 

preparation, or smear). When cell enrichment is required in 

blood or marrow, flow cytometry or magnetic bead separa-

tion is applied.53 In solid tissue, cell enrichment is done by 

macrodissection or microdissection.54–59

Controls, quality checks, and limits 
on their acceptability
Compared with individual tests, array-based RNA profiles 

create novel challenges for quality control and for data inter-

pretation.60 While traditional single-analyte assays require 

inclusion of a positive and a negative control in every run, it is 

clear that microarray tests cannot possibly include a separate 

control for each of the tens to thousands of target analytes. 

Thus, a new paradigm of quality control has emerged to 

accommodate array-based testing by demonstrating that the 

resulting RNA signature is accurate and reproducible.

Each control is run alongside the patient specimens to 

generate a result that must fall within previously established 

limits. Aliquots of residual natural human tissue may be 

heterogeneous but they are still among the best controls 

because they closely resemble patient specimens and they 

can be included in all steps of the assay. However, it is dif-

ficult to obtain large amounts of residual patient specimens, 

so xenograft tissue is a suitable alternative. Stored residual 

RNA from previously tested blood or tissue specimens is also 

a suitable control. Cell lines are useful because they can be 

diluted to test sensitivity and linearity of the test system, and 

typically these cells or their derivatives are spiked into appro-

priate matrix so as to mimic patient specimens as closely as 

possible. A mixture of ten cell lines is used to prepare the 

Agilent/Stratagene reference RNA that is well characterized 

in multiple sample exchange studies.57,61,62

Controls are designed to test critical aspects of assay 

performance and to help pinpoint sources of error. Several 

types of controls are used, ie, “no template” controls evaluate 

background noise and detect contamination by stray nucleic 

acid. Exogenous controls are run alongside patient specimens 
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in all or in selected stages of the stepwise protocol to check 

generic assay performance. In an assay with five major out-

come groups, it is reasonable to rotate exogenous controls 

so that any given run contains a control for at least one of 

the outcome groups (see Figure 2). A failed control would 

then trigger investigation of all runs since that control last 

passed muster.

Endogenous controls measure elements that are inherent 

to a given patient specimen, such as a housekeeping transcript 

level to address cell viability, cellularity, transport,  processing, 
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Figure 2 Data interpretation is facilitated by software manipulation of abundant data generated by profiling virtually all approximately 22,000 human genes. (A) An 
unsupervised clustering algorithm was applied to the full dataset and then to a subset of 50 RNAs listed on the right to generate a heatmap showing patterns of expression 
in 96 breast cancer tissues. (B) A single sample predictor algorithm helps assign a subtype to a new patient specimen using Spearman’s correlation coefficients to estimate 
certainty of the classification. The expression pattern of a new sample matches the basal subtype of breast cancer most closely, and this result is likely to influence clinical 
management by virtue of a poor prognosis and lack of response to traditional antineoplastic agents. Typically basal subtype tumors are termed “triple-negative” because 
they lack immunohistochemical expression of ESR1, PGR, and ERBB2 proteins, so parallel testing of such proteins might serve as a quality assurance measure for the analytic 
process and also for the clinical categorization of this patient’s disease.
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storage, and RNA extraction steps. An RNA signature typically 

tests for multiple housekeeping transcripts that were selected 

during validation work for their consistent amount (low, 

moderate, or high) in the pertinent specimen type. In routine 

testing, their expression is an indicator of hybridizable RNA 

that permits rejection of specimens with inadequate RNA 

quality.45,63 Expression levels of one or more housekeepers 

could serve as a normalizer by which to gauge expression of 

other transcripts.64–66

Spiked controls can evaluate assay performance, at least 

for those steps of analysis after spiking occurs. Commercial 

RNA spikes of known sequence (developed by the External 

RNA Controls Consortium) can be added to each patient 

specimen either at the time that lysis buffer is added or later 

when RNA is being prepared for analysis.67–71 Their down-

stream measurement can detect interfering substances such 

as autofluorescence, heparin anticoagulant, hemoglobin pro-

tein or globin RNA, or residual phenol. To track specimens 

through the many steps of specimen preparation and analysis, 

combinations of spiked molecules have been proposed as 

specimen identifiers.72

Any control result or quality check falling outside accept-

able limits is investigated for the cause of the failure, so that 

corrective action may be taken when feasible. For example, 

if spectrophotometry indicates failure of all specimens in a 

given run, including the control, the extraction procedure is 

likely to be the culprit. On the other hand, adequacy of the 

control and all but one of the patients in a given run would 

indicate which patient specimen to reject or re-extract. Failed 

hybridization of spiked controls or housekeeping transcripts 

could help pinpoint whether the flaw lies before or after 

spiking, thus impacting the action plan in response to the 

aberrant result. Control results are always documented, as are 

the actions taken in response to a failure, to promote quality 

improvement over time.

RNA quality and hybridization 
reactions
Automated instruments promote standardization of blood or tis-

sue RNA extractions and also reduce labor costs. The choice of 

extraction method can impact an RNA signature,73 confirming 

the need to validate the extraction method in concert with the 

rest of the test system. RNA quantity is often measured using 

ultraviolet spectrophotometry or fluorimetry, keeping in mind 

that any DNA interferes with RNA  measurement. RNA size 

may be visualized by electrophoresis, and software algorithms 

such as the RNA integrity number score have been developed 

to grade RNA quality.63,66 Although delayed processing by up 

to an hour does not adversely affect the RNA integrity number 

score, it can affect the RNA signature.35,52,74–77

Linear preamplification of RNA permits analysis of very 

small specimens and also can incorporate a label to permit 

RNA detection in downstream analysis.45,55,78–81 In prepara-

tion for the reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction, 

genomic DNA is usually removed from nucleic acid extracts 

prior to cDNA preparation. Since aRNA or cDNA prepara-

tion can introduce bias, some scientists suggest performing 

replicates, however the work required to resolve discrepant 

findings implies that replicate testing will not overcome 

deficiencies in a poorly designed assay. Clinical grade assays 

must be robust enough that significant variance in RNA sig-

natures between two patients largely represents biological 

difference rather than technical error.

Quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction 

has a long track record in clinical laboratories, and high through-

put quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction 

systems are capable of measuring tens to hundreds of RNAs at 

once82 (see Figure 3). Denser array platforms, such as Affyme-

trix and Agilent microarray systems, are also gaining ground 

as quality concerns are successfully addressed.2,14,83–86 On the 

horizon are full transcriptome sequencing technologies.85,87

Manufacturers are crucial for providing reagents, instru-

ments, and chips to testing laboratories. Clinical laboratories 

tend to choose manufacturers complying with Food and Drug 

Administration good manufacturing practices or equiva-

lent International Standardization Organization programs 

promoting quality and consistency of product across lot 

numbers.3,4,88,89 Manufacturers’ products are additionally vet-

ted by the testing laboratory to assure adequate performance 

for their intended use.

Hybridization reactions are subject to error because of 

cross-reactivity, interference due to secondary structure or 

dimerization diminishing intended base pairing, and competi-

tion between two or more simultaneous reactions in a single 

vessel. Many of these concerns are addressed during the 

validation study conducted prior to clinical implementation. 

An advantage of array-based assays is the potential to provide 

redundancy by targeting the same analyte numerous times, 

such as testing it in different physical quadrants of an array, 

or targeting several conserved segments of the same transcript 

using 3′, 5′, and intermediary probes. In the virology realm, 

one could target multiple conserved segments of an RNA 

viral genome. If a certain biochemical pathway or phenotype 

is critical, one could target multiple markers signifying that 

pathway or phenotype. In these scenarios, one capitalizes on 

the strength of the array in simultaneous analyses.
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Data analysis and interpretation
Data interpretation is done in the context of a thorough 

understanding of the technical strengths and weaknesses 

of the test system, as well as medical issues relevant to the 

dilemma that the test is meant to solve, building on expertise 

and prior experience gathered during the validation study 

and in subsequent clinical practice. Because raw data from 

massive parallel testing can be quite abundant, software algo-

rithms must present selected data in a manner that facilitates 

interpretation.7 A protocol is followed to generate the dataset 

for interpretation, such as applying a normalization strategy 

to adjust for background, or log transformation to facilitate 

comparison with other samples.64,65,90–93 To avoid masking the 

very biologic variability that is being evaluated, excessive 

manipulation of data should be avoided.94

There are two phases of interpretation, ie, analytic and 

clinical. Analytic interpretation involves generating a report-

able result after first evaluating selected data on the controls 

and on the patient. Clinical interpretation conveys the sig-

nificance of the result in patient management. After applying 

pertinent software algorithms, a package of data, both raw 

and processed, is assembled for review by the interpreting 

pathologist or laboratory scientist.

The first step in analytic interpretation is to review 

results of controls and quality checks. For frozen tissue 

profiling, example quality checks are listed in Figure 4. 

For paraffin embedded tissue profiling, Roberts et al used 

reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction with an 

ACTB 3′ to 5′ ratio of ,20, a Ct of ,7 between ACTB 5′ 
and the Agilent/Stratagene Universal Reference RNA, and 

a 28 s rRNA delta Ct ,15 to vet RNA before Affymetrix 

profiling.48

Controls of critical importance are developed during 

validation studies and applied in routine clinical testing. 

For example, melanoma tissue frequently expresses several 

melanocyte-specific genes, such as MAGEA1, MITF, MART1 

(melan-A), CMM [HMB45], S100, and TYR (tyrosinase), and 

expression of these factors is a reasonable reflection of the 

presence of melanocytic cells.

When redundant assays are present on the array, replicates 

are examined for consistency or to find problematic variations. 

When redundant pathways or functions are evaluated using 

Blood cells sorted
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to enrich for cell
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Paraffin embedded
tissue macro-

dissected to enrich
for lesional cells

Level of each RNA is measured,
along with housekeeping
RNAs and spiked controls
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Figure 3 RNA profiling by high throughput quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction is a complex process requiring multiple quality checks. In this 
example, cell enrichment procedures are applied to blood or tissue on which a pathologist has confirmed lesional cells, spiked control RNA is added during cell lysis to 
measure downstream assay performance in the patient specimen, spectrophotometry assures adequate recovery of purified RNA, robotics standardize loading of cDNA 
and master mix into 384-well Roche RealTime Ready plates preloaded at the factory with lyophilized primers and probes, an internal probe enhances specificity of amplicon 
measurement beyond that achieved with dye alone, housekeeping RNA measurements reflect the overall adequacy of the specimen and the test system, and decision-support 
software assists with laboratory physician interpretation of the findings.
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• The tissue must contain >30% malignant cells by frozen section microscopy

• The RNA must have an A260/A280 is >1.8 as determined using Nanodrop spectrophotometry and an RNA Integrity Number

(score of >6.5 as determined using an Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100)

• There must be > 10 µg amplified labeled cRNA and its specific activity must be >8 pmol Cy5 per µg labeled cRNA by Nanodrop

fluorimetry 

• Agilent Feature Extraction Software must demonstrate that the scanned results have (A) spike-in RNA is detected with adequate

sensitivity, linearity (slope > 0.9, R2 > 0.85), and replicate reproducibility signified by BG Subsignal < 13 and processed signal < 6,

(B) uniform spatial distribution with local background of red and green signal < 2%, (C) numbers of features nonuniform < 5%,

(D) the dynamic range of expression exceeds five orders of magnitude and there is even distribution of significantly upregulated or

downregulated genes across the dynamic range.

Figure 4 Example quality checks on frozen tissue profiled using an Agilent microarray two-color strategy. This is an example; acceptance limits must be established for each 
application.

separate probes, trends tend to promote confidence in an inter-

pretation, while inconsistent results are a red flag for a techni-

cal problem versus patient-specific variation. For example, 

a highly proliferative tumor is expected to overexpress most 

of the known proliferation markers on the array.

Criteria for vetting data generated using Affymetrix 

arrays have been proposed by Staal et al.73 These include 

examining the 3′ to 5′ ratio for selected housekeeping genes 

(1 is ideal, ,3 is good), assuring the dynamic range of the 

output signals, checking uniformity across the array chip, 

and determining if number of expressed RNAs exceeds 25% 

of the total.

To categorize the findings in a given patient, a predic-

tive model may be applied that finds patterns across many 

analytes, as facilitated by a “single sample predictor” 

algorithm.46,83,95–99 The ability to view global patterns of gene 

expression is a unique strength of expression profiling com-

pared with the discrete testing that characterizes traditional 

laboratory analysis. An assignment is typically accompanied 

by a statistic (eg, Spearman’s correlation coefficients) repre-

senting the strength of the match to one diagnostic category 

versus each of the others.100

A clustering program and a heat map may be generated to 

display graphically the results of a given patient in a dendro-

gram alongside the patients in the training and validation sets, 

to help categorize the patient into pre-established groups based 

on similarity of expression pattern (see Figure 4).  Caution is 

required when a profile falls at the border between two groups 

since that patient may not belong to either group. Computer 

generated scores or predictors should be checked to assure they 

make sense based on evaluation of pertinent raw data. Assessing 

the degree of confidence in the result is helpful for downstream 

clinical interpretation and reporting described below.

Clinical interpretation of results, 
reporting, and consultations
Clinical interpretation is done in the context of the clinical 

indication for which the test was ordered. In this regard, the 

laboratory test order represents a request for consultation in 

which the laboratory physician’s interpretation answers the 

question posed by the physician who ordered the test. Even 

if the end result is a numeric score or a discrete disease 

classification, it is helpful to interpret the result in light of 

the input tissue characteristics, pertinent limitations of the 

assay based on quality checks that were performed during 

analysis, and the level of confidence in the result. Additional 

correlative analysis may be done using patient information 

that is independent of the data generated during testing 

(eg, age, gender, tumor stage, immunohistochemical, or 

flow cytometric findings). Most importantly, the impact on 

clinical decision-making should be described, along with 

any recommended follow-up. For example, a lymphoblastic 

leukemia patient whose profile matches the BCR-ABL1 group 

implies pharmacogenetic response to tyrosine kinase inhibitor 

therapy, such as desatinib or nilotinib.101,102 This classifica-

tion also suggests the need to confirm that the translocation 

(p210 versus p190 breakpoint) is amplifiable by quantitative 

reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction for purposes 

of monitoring disease burden during therapy.102

Finally, it should be noted that pathologists and other labo-

ratory scientists are accustomed to dealing with unexpected 

findings. After all, interpreting histologic slides or karyotypes 

are examples of open-ended procedures for which results may 

turn out to be completely different from the suspected diagno-

sis for which the test was ordered. Examination of expression 

data may yield alternative interpretations that complement or 

override the objective data generated by a software  algorithm. 
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Medical judgment is needed to decide which data are 

 reportable, and to describe the clinical  significance of relevant 

findings. Decisions should be based on technical and medical 

evidence from published literature, validation work, and other 

reliable sources such as databases of expression profiles on 

patients of known diagnosis or outcome.103,104

The report placed in the patient’s medical record contains 

a written summary of the results and an interpretation that 

facilitates subsequent decision-making, as recommended in 

the College of American Pathologists’ guidance for molecu-

lar test reporting.105 Composing a report that is concise yet 

informative requires technical and medical training, as well as 

attention to detail. Quality assurance measures might include 

review of the report for transcription error, review of the raw 

data and interpretation by a different medical professional, 

and review of medical records to assure transmission with 

appropriate formatting.106

Data storage and retrospective 
mining
Custom-designed and off-the-shelf arrays are available from 

multiple manufacturers. If an off-the-shelf chip is used, then 

software can be programmed to mask irrelevant data. United 

States regulations call for results to be stored for five years 

in a manner protecting privacy and data integrity. Archival 

versions of the procedure manual serve to annotate each 

dataset by linking to the methods used to create the data. It is 

feasible that the array dataset could be used for one indication 

at the time of initial testing, and for other indications later 

(eg, first a diagnostic test, then a prognostic test, then several 

predictive tests during the course of first-line and second-line 

therapy selections). The process of revisiting the same patient 

dataset over and over is analogous to reviewing microscopic 

slides again in the context of new histopathologic criteria for 

diagnosis or newly available histochemical assays.

Government regulation and 
guidance from professional groups
When laboratory test results are used to guide patient manage-

ment, even in the context of a clinical trial, then the results must 

be reliable. In the United States, all such tests are performed 

in laboratories meeting regulatory standards codified in the 

Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments. Manufactur-

ers of reagents and devices are subject to regulations governing 

the Food and Drug Administration. Many pharmacogenetic 

tests have been approved by the Food and Drug Administra-

tion, including those targeting RNA of microbial organisms 

(eg, hepatitis C virus, human  immunodeficiency virus, myco-

bacteria, influenza and other respiratory viruses) and tests for 

cancer (Agendia Mammaprint,107–109 Pathwork Diagnostics 

Tissue of Origin Test,100 and a Veridex assay that is no longer 

marketed) and transplant rejection (xDx AlloMap). Examples 

of RNA-based pharmacogenetic tests that were developed and 

validated in individual testing laboratories include the BCR-

ABL1 transcript levels and ABL1 mutation status to predict 

efficacy or dose of tyrosine kinase inhibitor therapy,110 and 

Genomic Health’s Oncotype Dx assay for which a recurrence 

score influences decision-making about use of chemotherapy 

in breast cancer patients.111,112 Pathologists and other physicians 

in each high complexity testing laboratory are responsible for 

assuring that tests meet regulatory standards and that appro-

priate medical consultation is available to clients.113 To meet 

regulatory guidelines in the United States, it is recommended 

that a physician with molecular subspecialty board certifica-

tion, document the suitability of the quality control work by 

signing both the procedure manual and the assay validation 

report associated with any laboratory developed test.

The MAQC is a Food and Drug Administration initiative 

addressing the quality of RNA-based microarray expres-

sion profiling.114 Interlaboratory exchanges of samples and 

datasets showed that RNA analysis is technically robust as 

are the bioinformatic prediction models for categorizing 

array datasets.61,115–118 Several clinical professional groups 

have developed standards for RNA-based testing services, 

including the laboratory accreditation program of the College 

of American Pathologists that provides checklists serving as a 

roadmap for high quality molecular testing,119 and the Clinical 

and Laboratory Standards Institute that has dozens of docu-

ments describing standards for validating, implementing, and 

maintaining molecular assays. Examples include diagnostic 

nucleic acid microarrays,96 use of external RNA controls in 

gene expression assays,120 and verification and validation of 

multiplex nucleic acid assays.121 Helpful guidance is also 

found in a European guideline for RNA signatures in leuke-

mia73 and in clinical pharmacogenetic testing guidelines from 

the National Academy of Clinical Biochemistry.122

Personnel competency and 
laboratory proficiency
Perhaps the single most important factor in assuring a 

good outcome is the personnel competency, beginning with 

the clinician who orders the test and proceeding to those 

who collect, transport, and handle specimens, followed 

by those who perform, interpret, and act on test results. 
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Meticulous care is required to avoid RNA degradation by 

using RNAse-free materials, frequently changing gloves 

and bench covers, and using 10% bleach or RNaseZap to 

eliminate extraneous nucleic acid from surfaces. Standard 

clinical-grade work processes include assuring functionality 

of each new lot number of reagent prior to its use in patient 

care, routine preventive maintenance with function checks 

for each instrument, and competency checks of technical 

personnel after training and before initiating patient testing, 

and again on a periodic basis.

Generating an RNA signature requires multistep 

transfers of a specimen or its derivative which in turn 

requires painstaking effort to maintain specimen integrity 

and identification.20,123,124 Robotic systems can potentially 

standardize pipetting and transfer, and barcodes facili-

tate specimen tracking and labeling.124,125 Robots should 

be programmed to minimize the risk of carryover and 

contamination.

Proficiency surveys challenge the testing laboratory’s 

performance, educate laboratory personnel, and encourage 

improvement.126–129 Such surveys involve periodic analysis of 

“unknown” specimens followed by an evaluation of perfor-

mance against other laboratories doing similar assays. Formal 

proficiency surveys are offered for some RNA-based phar-

macogenetic tests, such as HIV genotyping and PML-RARA 

translocation. While no formal survey exists for expression 

profiling, proof of concept that array-based testing is amenable 

to proficiency testing is shown by the College of American 

Pathologists’ cytogenomic microarray survey which sup-

ports interlaboratory comparisons for DNA-based gene copy 

number analysis. Alternative assessment methods include 

exchanging samples with laboratory that performs similar 

tests, or retesting internal samples as if they were unknowns.130 

The Association for Molecular Pathology131 and the GeneTests 

website132 maintain directories of testing laboratories, and the 

College of American Pathologists can also help identify a 

laboratory with whom to exchange specimens.119

Conclusion
RNA profiling is increasingly used to substantiate drug selec-

tion or dosage. In the infectious disease realm, molecular 

analysis of microbial genomes and drug resistance factors 

can accelerate the time to results and powerfully predict 

antimicrobial drug efficacy. In the oncology arena, RNA sig-

natures may provide added value for selecting a drug regimen 

that is likely to overcome the biochemical defect(s) driving 

tumor cell proliferation.133,134 Serial testing is being explored 

as a way to document the impact of the drug regimen in the 

intended biochemical pathway or in off-target pathways.135

The strategies for quality assurance described herein have 

shepherded expression profiling into clinical settings. With 

special attention to RNA quality and data analysis tools, it 

is likely that robust, accurate, and reproducible RNA-based 

assays will continue to be developed and implemented. These 

assays are powerful by virtue of the number of RNAs and 

pathways that are evaluated, and by redundancy that boosts 

confidence in the findings.
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